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Abstract.

We

state some

sum

and Juan Tarres

theorems

for the strong small

transfinitedimension in differentclasses of topological spaces.

Introduction
P. Borst introduced in [1] the strong small transfinitedimension, sind. There,
HipQtatprl‑

THEOREM
([1], corollary of proposition IV.5). Let X be a normal space
which has a locally finite closed cover {Fs}̲ye g such that for each Fs itis
sind (Fs)* A . Then
sind(X)±A.
We

could say that this is a locally finite sum

there is no relation between

weak

theorem,

sets Fs and that of the whole space X. We'll connect them
finitesum

theorem

because

in it

the strong small transfinitedimensions of the closed
obtaining the locally

for sind, in its classical formulation, in the class of strongly

hereditarily normal spaces. In addition, we

establish an open sum

theorem

in the

class of regular spaces.
Preliminaries

We

shall use the notation and definitionsin [1], [3], [4] and [5]. For every

ordinal t, we

have

finiteordinal. We

￡= A(￡)+ ≪(￡)where

take the extra symbol

for each ordinal number

A(￨) is a limit ordinal and

A , satisfying A > t,and A + % = ];+ A = A

￡.

In order to define the strong small transfinitedimension (due
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Y of a topological space X, the sets:

Pn(y) = u{￡//￡/o pen in Y and Ind [ClY(U)] < n]
where

neiVu{0},

and

Ao[^] = ^‑ For every

ordinal number

￡ we

obtain

inductively:
a^[Y]

We

= y

kjP(Y)
n<￡,

and

P4(Y)

simplify by denoting A JX] = A* and PAX)

DEFINITION.

smd (X) = ^

=

'.BlKlflM)

= P? for every ordinal t,

Let X be a topological space, then:
sind(Z) = ‑1

iff X = 0

sind(X)<￡

iffA§= 0

iffsind (X) < ￡ and sind {X)<￡, does not hold

in other case, we say that X has not sind or sind (X) = A
Locally

finite sum

theorem

Recall that a topological space X is called strongly hereditarily normal (see
[3], definition 2.1.2) if X is a T, ‑space and for every pair A, B of separated sets
in X there exist open sets U, V <z X
Vcan

such that A<zU,BczV,U

nV

= 0

and U and

be represented as the union of a point‑finitefamily of FCT‑sets in X.

Theorem

1. Let X be a strongly hereditarily normal

space. If <^={C',},e/is a

locally finiteclosed cover of X such that for each i e / sind (C,) ^ ￡,then
sind(X)<￡.
Proof.

We'll obtain sind (X) < ^ by proving At = 0, that is to say, X=uP,.

So, we'll see that for each point xeX

there exists an ordinal number

7]0, with

7]0< % , such that xeP^.
Let's take a point xo^ X and let V be an open neighbourhood
intersects to a finitenumber
show

of elements of the closed cover %: C/,,...,C/n.We'll

the existence of an ordinal Tfo<￡, for which

the number

of elements of %

of x0 such that

xo^P^o≫ by induction on n,

whose intersection with V is not empty,

i.If n=＼, V only cuts C,,, whereupon
xoeVcCi,.

Sum
As

sind(C/,)<￡, As[C/,] = 0.
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Since V is open in Ci{,

due to the mentioned

= AdCil]nV

the

corollary of

Hence,

xo<￡A$ = X‑

ii. When

n=2, ^only

UPV.

= $.

result,
0 = AdV]

have

from

3 of [2] we obtain
AdV]

Anew
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= A^nV.

Thus, there exists an ordinal f]Q< ￡ such that xo e P^o.

cuts two members,

say C,‑,and C,‑2,of the cover

%. We'll

V a C,‑,u C,‑2and suppose that

because if, for example,

iog

Cix‑d2,

after considering the open neighbourhood

of *o
W = Vn(X‑Ci2),
we'll be situated in the section i. Hence, as
sind(C,‑,)￡￡and

sind(C,‑2)<<^,

there exist ordinals a,, a2 < ￡ such that
^ePai(Ci)nPa2(C/2)
Let's define the ordinal number
transfinitei nduction on p, that

p = max{a,,a2}

< ￡. We

are going to prove, by

Xo e u P^.
ii.l.Ifp

= O,a.

a2 = 0 too. In this case
*oePo(C,)

so there exists JJ＼,o pen neighbourhood

of xo in C,,, such that

Ind[C7CVlU/I)]=Ind[tf1]￡0.
Analogously,
such that

x0 e P0(C‑2)

and there exists U2, open neighbourhood

Ind [ClCi2{U2)]=lnd [(72]<0.
Take open subsets W＼ and

W2

of X with

[/i = lVinCf,

and

U2 = W2nCh.

of jt0in d2,
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The sets

Gi = WinW2nVnCil
and

G2 = WinW2^y^Ci2
are open neighbourhoods

of the point xo in C;, and C,‑2,respectively, with
dcl/i

and

G2<^U2‑

Let's consider
G = G,uG2
= (W, n W2 n V n C)

=

u (Wi n W2 n V n c,‑,)=

= WlnW2r^V.
G is an open neighbourhood of xo in X, and
G = G＼u Gi c I/,u f/2= u, u f/2.
Since the large inductive dimension Ind satisfiesthe finitesum theorem

for closed

subsets in the class of strongly hereditarilynormal spaces,
Ind[G]<Ind[f/,u[72]<
<max
whence

{Ind[jy,],Ind[J72]}￡0

we conclude that
XoGPo(X)
ii. 2. Let's assume

7]<p

(p>0),

= Po.

that the result is true for each

ordinal

veracity of the following sentence:
"each point x e X which possesses an open

neighbourhood

with ?] = max{?7l,7]4<

P, then
Xo ^

u

p.

we'll see that this sentence is also true for the ordinal

the

that only cuts two

elements, C,, and C,2, of the closed cover %, if itis

Now

7] with

that is to say, in the conditions of this theorem, let's admit

P
/3

Since

Sum
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xoe?al(Cn)r>Pa2(Ci2)
we have
Xo G AA(a￨)[C,,]
H Aa(≪2)[C/2]
･
As d, and C,‑2are closed in X, from lemma

3 of [2] we have the following

relations:
■*oeAA(a,)[C//]c:
Aa(≪,)^C,‑,
and
xo g Aa(≪2)
[Ci2]c:Aa(≪2)
n C/2･
Since p = max{a,,a2},

A(p) = max{A(a,),A(a2)}
Ax(a＼)^Ax(a2)

and, clearly,

Ax(p)

therefore

Next we are going to prove the following relation,
AA(p)nVciAA(p)[C,1]uAA(p)[C‑2]
given yeAX{p) Pi V c Ax(P)^ (Ci, u C,‑2),w e differentiatetwo cases:
ii.2. I. If y <￡
Cilr＼Ci2,let's suppose that ye Ci,‑Ci2,
yeVn(X‑Ci2)
which is an open neighbourhood

of y in X. From

Aji(p)[Vn(X‑C/2)]

the corollary of lemma

= Ai(p)nVn(X‑Ci2).

Since
Vn(X‑Ci2)cCi,
anew

from the above‑mentioned

,

result,

Ax{P)[Vn(X‑Ci2)]

= AMp)[Cil]nVn(X‑Ci2).

Finally, as
yeAx(p)nVn(X‑Ci2)

,

we conclude that
vgAa(p)[C,]
ii

2. II. If y e Ci, n d2,

assume

that

.

3 in [2],
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yeAup)[Cn]vAx(P)[ci2],
to obtain, later on, a contradiction.
y<￡Aa(P)[Cm] = c,t‑
so there exists ?],< A(p)

with

u

Pn(Cij)

u

Pr,(Ci2) ,

,

y g p,,,(C,‑,).

y≪AA(P)[C/2]

so there exists 7]2< ＼(p) with

= C/2‑

ri<X(p)

jeF^2(C,‑2).

Thus

yeP,,(C,;)np,2(g
with

rj[,7]2< A(p)<

p.

Call

7]0=max{7],,7￨2}.

It's

obvious

that

7?0<p

and

members,

d,

A(?]0)<A(p).
Vis an open
and

neighbourhood

C,‑2, of the closed

being

?)0=

induction

cover

%.

an

ordinal

maxJTlpTjj}

hypothesis,

of the point y which
Furthermore,
number

we

less

only
have

than

cuts two

y e P^￨(C,/)n/Jr,2(C/2),
p.

It follows,

that
yt

u Pp
P<n0

with A,(rj0)
< X(p), so ?)0< A(p). However,
yeAx{P)

= X‑

the point y was such that
u Pn ,
i<Mp)

what is a contradiction. Then, we have just established the inclusion
AA(P)nVcAA(p)[C/,]uAA(p)[C/2].
We

had
JtoePa^C/^np^fe).

Detaching thisintersection,
xoePa￨(C/)
so there exists JJ＼,o pen neighbourhood

= P,,(a,)(AA(≪1)[C/]),
of xo in ^Afa^fC,,], such that

=Ind[f7,]<n(ofi).
Xo e Pa2 (C/2) = P/,(≪2)
(^A(a2)[C'2]).

from

the

Sum Theorems for SIND
so there exists

＼J2,open

neighbourhood
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of xo in /U(a‑>)[C,‑2],s uch

HcW

that

=

!>[c,2]((A)]=Ind[ac,2M
=Ind [c72]<≪(a2)‑
Let's analyze the two possible options:
First. A(≪i)= A(a2)‑Here,
Let

W＼ and

A(p) = A(a,) = A(a2)

Wi be open subsets of X with
Ui = WinAx(p)[Cil]

An open neighbourhood

and U2 = W2r^Ax(p)[Ci2]

of xo in Ax(P)is
G = Wir)W2nVnAx(P)^
cW,nw2n(AA(P)[C;/]uAA(p)[C/2])

=

= (w]r＼W2nAMp)[Ci,])v(w]nw2nAMp)[Ci2＼)c:
ct/,ul/2
Let's observe

that

(G) = Gc(/,u(/2=[/,u

C＼A

From

U2

the closed subspace theorem and the finite sum theorem

for closed subsets,

which are satisfiedby the large inductive dimension Ind in the class of strongly
hereditarily normal spaces,
In

d [G]< Ind [(/,u(/2]<

<max{Ind[t/,] lnd[U2 ]}< max{n(a,), n(a2)}
Since we

are in the case

n(p) = max{n(ai),n(a2)}

Mct＼)= M0C2)

and

p

= max{a,,a2}

it follows

that

and
Ind [G]<n(p)

That

is how
*o￡P,,(p)(Aa(p)) = P(p)

Second. A(a,) 5*A(a2)‑ Let's suppose, for example, Moc＼)>Mod)‑
and p = max{a,,a2} = ≪i･ As
x^PaXCi,)nPa,(Ci2),

So a, > ai

Eduardo
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particularly,
xq￡ P≪2(C/2).
Being

a2 < k(p),

neighbourhood

jc0￡ Aa(p)[C,‑2], closed

of jco in X

such

subset in C‑,2,so in X. Let

WnAx{P)[Ci2]
Take

W＼, open

W

be an open

that
= (l>.

in X, with
Ui = W^nAx{P)[Ci,].

An

open

neighbourhood

of xo in Ai(p) is
G‑W,nWnVnA^c

czWlnWn(Ax(p)[Cil]vAx(p)[Ci2])

=

= (WinWnAA(p)[C//])u(iy1nWnAA(P)[C/2])
{WinWr＼Ax(P)[Cil])

=

=

= WnUi^Ui.
Since
C＼A

from the closed subspace theorem

(G) = GcUl

forInd,

Ind[G]<Ind[f/,]<n(a,) = n(p)
whereupon
xoePn(p)(Ax(P)) = ?p
iii.Let's suppose
m < n and n>2,

that the result is truthful for either natural number

"if X is a strongly hereditarily normal
constituted by closed subsets whose
^, for each

point x e X

elements of the family

owner

check

space and

%

is a cover, locally finite,

dimension sind is non higher than the ordinal

of an open neighbourhood

%, there exists an ordinal number

that

Let's

m, with

that is to say, let's admit the veracity of the following sentence:

it forn

+ l:

that cuts at most

n

7}0, with T]Q<^, such

Sum Theorems for SIND
Let

xo be a point of X

members

which

has an open

of the closed cover ^,0,
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neighbourhood

V

that cuts n+1

C,‑2,"‑,C/JI+,
‑The subset F =■
C,‑,u C/2u‑uC/(l

is closed in X, thus F, with the topology induced by X, is a strongly hereditarily
normal

space. It's clear that
^

is a closed cover of F formed
equal to t,.From

= {Cn,Cn,...,Cj

by n closed subsets whose

dimension

sind is less or

the induction hypothesis,
sind(F)<￡.

Now

consider the closed cover of X
ft = {F}u{C/:/e/‑{i,,

This is a locally finite closed cover whose
dimension

non

neighbourhood

...,/,}}.

elements have strong small transfinite

higher to the ordinal ￡. The
V

chosen

point

xo

has

that only cuts two closed subsets of 9!, F and

induction hypothesis we

an

C,‑,,+1.
By

obtain the existence of an ordinal number

open
the

7]0, with

?]0< ￡, such that

and it concludes the proof. ■

COROLLARY.
X = CiU...uC,m
each

Let
with

X

be

a

strongly

C＼,...,C, closed

hereditarily

subsets

of X

normal

such

space

that sind (C,) < %,

//
for

i g {{,...n} , then
sind{X)<E.

Let's point out that theorem

1 is not verified by the class of normal

fact, A. R. Pears constructs in the example

4.3.4 of [5] a compact

spaces. In
and normal

space S such that
lodnd[S]

= 2,

hence
sind(S)

This space S admits a decomposition

3

5 = 5,uS2,

where

S＼ and

subsets of S with
loclnd
that is to say

[5,1 = 1

and

locInd[S2]

=

1

,

52 are closed

102
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sind[S,] = 2 ,

we confirm the assertion.

Open

sum

theorem

In order to establish the open

sum

theorem

for the strong small transfinite

dimension, let's prove the next lemma:

Lemma.

Let X be a regular space. If Y is an open subspace of X, for either

ordinalnumber t,:
a) uPn(F)=uPnnF.
b) A4[Y] = AsnY.

Proof,

a) It's easy to see that lemma

2 of [2] is true for regular spaces; so

we have, for each ordinal t,,
uP,(F)c

up≫ny.

Let's see the other inclusion by transfiniteinduction on the ordinal number
i. For ￡= 0 , take x e Pon
such that lnd[U]<0.UnY

Y. There exists U, open neighbourhood
is another open

neighbourhood

t,.

of x in X,

of x in X,

regular

space, and hence there exists V, open in X, such that
xeV^V
In this way,
theorem

V czY, Clr{V) = V

and

dUnY.
V ciV czU czU . From

the closed subspace

for Ind,
Ind [V]<

Consequently,

Ind [U]<0.

x e PQ(Y).

ii.Let's suppose that for each ordinal (5, with /3< ￡,itis
uP,nFc
From

up,(y).

the initialobservation of this proof we obtain that
uF,nF=

v Pn{Y),

Sum
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pair of ordinal

numbers

a, ft, with

p<a<￡,
u[

u

B≪x n<B

= u[u/>,(y)],

P^Y]

that is,

v PnnY=
for each ordinal a < %. Taking

u Pn(Y)

complementaries

in Y

Aa[Y] = A≪nF
for a < ￡.
Clearly, it suffices to prove

that

P^nYcz

Let's admit P^nY

u pn(Y)
1^

^ 0 and take a point
x e p^nY

= pn{4)(Ax(Q)nY.

On the one hand, x e Y; on the other there exists U, open neighbourhood

of x in

Axis), such that

IndU
Since

(U)}=IndiU]<n(Z)

A(￡)< ￡, ^^[^^nF.

As well as Y is open in X,

open subset of Ax(^) which contains the point x. Through
there exists V, open neighbourhood
x*Vc:C￡Am(V)
In this manner,
VczVczAx(S)[Y],
Cf
UAm

yf,(v); = v

and

xeVcVcf/ct/.

is an

the regularity of Ax(E,),

of x in Ax($), such that
= VcAm[Y]nU.

A^)[Y]

Eduardo
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the closed subspace theorem for Ind,
Ind[V]<Ind[U]<n(%).

From

this,and bearing in mind that V is an open neighbourhood

because itis in Axtt＼and VcVc

of x in Ax($)[Y]

Aa(￡)IT]c Aue＼, we obtain

xePn{s)(Am[Y])

= Ps(Y)<z￡Pr,{Y)

b)It follows from a). ■
THEOREM

2. Let X

be a regular space. If X admits an open cover

^R = {Gi}ie,such thatsind (G;) < ￡for each iel,
sind(X)<￡.
Proof. We'll show that A$ = 0:
for either /e I,Add] ‑ ty,because of sind(G,)^<^. Since 9! is a cover of X,
A^A^nu

Gi = u(Af n G,)

From the previouslemma,

A$nG)

iel

iel

This result about the open sum permits us to know
existence of the strong small transfinitedimension

a characterization of the

sind in the class of regular

spaces:

Corollary.

For a regular space X the next sentences are equivalent:

a) sind(X)<%.
b) each point x e X has an open neighbourhood
c) each point x e X has a neighbourhood

V such that sind (V) < ￡,.

V such that sind (V) < t,.
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